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INTRODUCTION

The recent focus on the nation's undeveloped coastal barriers empha
sizes the serious problems that still prevail on the developed coastal
barriers along the nation's coastline. These landforms remain suscep
tible to storm flooding and erosion and the threat of major losses of
lives and investments associated with these hazards continues to
Increase. Many of the natural characteristics of coastal barriers which
help dissipate storm wave energy were destroyed long before coastal zone
management programs were Implemented. Now state CZM programs are facing
the dilemma of addressing the land use mistakes of the past but with
fewer funds available for management.

Massachusetts has taken a multlfaceted approach cowards managing
developed coastal barriers. The thrust of this approach emphasizes non
structural techniques to reduce coastal hazards including: land use
regulation, storm-damaged property acquisition, improved building codes,
educational publications and programs, and a new state policy for the
allocation of public funds for coastal barriers. The purpose of this
paper is to describe Massachusetts' approach so that other coastal mana
gers might benefit from our experience. This paper discusses Che current
management framework for developed barrier beaches in Massachusetts
Including a definition of barrier beaches; the coastal hazards infor
mation base; the management policies; specific management considerations
and techniques and examples of their Implementation in two different
geomorphic and land use settings.
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II. BARRIER BEACHES: FEATURES, PROCESSES, CONDITIONS

Massachusetts' coastal barriers are known as barrier beaches,
because they tend Co be narrow landforms^1). Barrier beaches are defined
as a narrow, low-lying scrip of land consisting of beaches and dunes
treading parallel to the coast and separated from the mainland by a water
body or wetland^). Barrier beaches are composed of unconsolidated sedi
ments moved and deposited by waves, winds, tidal currents and storm over-
wash. Barrier beaches range from natural landforms with well developed
vegetated dunes and few alterations to extensively altered barrier land-
forms with houses, roads, and coastal engineering structures. Most of
these barriers are smallW. Nevertheless, many of them are heavily
populated and subdivided into very small building lots with minimal set
backs and little space between residences.

III. INFORMATION BASE

A comprehensive information base is required for the effective mana
gement of all coastal areas. This requirement is especially important
for developed barrier beaches due to the potential economic losses and
threat to public safety associated with them. In Massachusetts, the
barrier beach Information base Includes: flood maps, reports, and wave
height studies, barrier beach Inventory maps, wetland orthophoto base
maps, shoreline change maps and shoreline processes reports. These data
are used to assess Che susceptibility of development on barrier beaches
to erosion, storm overwash and inlet formation. These daCa must be regu
larly updated and expanded, especially for areas where chronic storm
damage occurs.

IV. MANAGEMENT POLICY

In the past, public policy concerning developed barrier beaches has
been largely to plan and fund structural alternatives for shoreline pro
tection. This policy has now been modified to consider other techniques
to control storm losses Including land use regulations, building codes,
nonstructural erosion control measures and land acquisition. The CZM
plan(^) provides a sec of policies (regulatory and non-regulatory) con
cerning coastal hazards which are Intended to: 1) protect existing
naCural storm buffers; 2) encourage the use of nonstructural alternatives
for coastal erosion problems; 3) restore previously impaired natural
buffer areas; 4) prevent development that could exacerbate existing
hazards; 5) implement limited structural solutions In situations only
where the need for structural protection Is unquestioned; and 6)
encourage acquisition of undeveloped hazard prone areas for conservation
or recreation use. In 1980, gubernatorial Executive Order No. 181
further clarified the policy framework for managing barrier beaches^).
The order directs that the state acquisition of barrier beaches be made a
priority. This order assigns the highest priority for use of disaster
assistance funds to relocate willing sellers from storm damaged barrier
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beach areas. Also, state and federal monies for construction projects
will noc be used Co encourage growch and developmenc on barrier beaches.
These economic policies recognize barrier beaches as hazard prone areas
where fucure storm damage will inevitably occur.

V. MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

Management practices for Massachusetts barrier beaches vary
depending on such factors as historic land use, flooding and erosion
hazards, natural resource values, costs, and ownership. These practices
implement CZM regulatory policies which are the basis for decisions to
approve, condition or disapprove certain activities. These regulatory
policies are now Incorporated Into comprehensive regulations under the
state's Wetlands Protection Act(6)<7). The non-regulatory CZM policies
as well as the Executive Order establish priorities for administrative
decisions. The following managemenC consideracions are used Co Implemenc
policy for developed barrier beaches:

1. Coastal engineering structures

a. groins, jetties and offshore breakwaters

Groins and jetties are designed to Interrupt Che movement
of sediment along Che beach. Consequently, they result in an
increase in beach width and elevation on the updrift side of
Che structure with accompanying loss of beach width and height
on the downdrlft side. When possible, it is deslreable to make
modifications Co groin and jeCCy systems such that sand move
ment along the beach will be restored and downdrlft areas will
re-fill with sand. Maintenance or restoration of the beach can
provide effective protection from storm damage. Techniques Co
rescore beaches affected by groins Include: remove Che groin,
shorten Che groin, lower Che helghc of Che groin, increase Che
porosity of Che groin and/or nourish Che downdrlft beach. Some
techniques which can be considered for jetties Include by
passing sand across tidal inlets by pumping or dredging this
sediment and to utilize dredged material of a compatible grain
size to nourish downdrlft beaches.

An offshore breakwater which is usually constructed In
shallow water seaward of and parallel to the barrier beach
Interrupts longshore sediment transport by changing the direc
tion and energy of waves. Beaches on the downdrlft side are
eroded because sand is trapped between the breakwater and the
shore. These eroding beaches can be nourished periodically
with dredged material from areas that build up behind the
breakwater.
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seawalls and revetments

Seawalls and revetments are typically massive structures placed
parallel Co the beach for che purpose of keeping landward areas
from flooding and eroding. These structures, however, crap Che
source of dune sand that is required Co naCurally resupply Che
beach. Seawalls also cause erosion In fronc of them due Co Che
reflection of storm waves. Over the long term, these
structures interfere with the landward shifting of the barrier
beach. As with groins, the critical time to consider correc-
Cive approaches for these structures is immediately after they
have been damaged or destroyed by a storm. The need to rebuild
Che seawall should be seriously evaluated; non-structural
alternatives may be appropriate. If a seawall muse be rebuile,
Che seawall can be modified by moving che seawall landward,
placing a more gradual face on the seawall, placing a sloped
revetment in fronc of Che seawall and/or nourishing Che beach
in fronc of Che seawall.

Storm preparation planning

A storm preparedness program which includes warning,
evacuation, and recovery plans can help reduce the potential
loss of life and property on developed coastal barriers. An
educational program Is also an essential part of storm prepara
tion. Owners of flood prone property are che primary target
audience for this program, especially the newer or seasonal
residents who have not experienced a major storm.

Acquisition

Public acquisition of barrier beaches is one of Che mosc effec
tive techniques to reduce future storm damage losses while pro
viding increased open space, recreation and public access
opportunicles. In addition to local and state acquisition the
Federal Emergency Management Agency(FEHA) offers Cwo programs
for acquiring flood-damaged structures. The FEMA 1362 program
allows FEMA Co purchase property from willing sellers where
insured buldlngs have been damaged more than 502 In a single
storm or at least 25Z in three storms over a five year period.
The local or state government is Chen given Che land Co manage
for open space purposes. The Constructive Total Loss (CTL)
Program authorizes FEMA to pay up to the full face value of the
flood insurance policy In force where local regulations do not
permit rebuilding and when the structure is In an extremely
hazardous location. In addition, local governmenCs can acquire
coastal high hazard areas at less Chan fair market value by
exercising foreclosures on tax delinquent properties.
Communities can adopt a local subdivision bylaw that requires
developers of large parcels to place a restriction on a certain
percentage of Chac land for use only as recreacion or open
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space. Communities can also consider agreements with willing
landowners for allowing the community the right of first
refusal for oceanfront property. A landowner may be willing to
sell land to the community at a price lower than the property's
fair market value in return for a tax deduction equivalent Co
Che difference.

4. Recreational use

Of the various uses of a barrier beach, recreation is most com
patible with conserving natural resources and minimizing
hazards. Impacts can occur, however, from the large numbers of
people attracted to these areas. Management objectives, there
fore, must balance the recreational needs with other uses and
resource values of barrier beaches. For example, pedestrian
and off-road vehicle traffic can damage stabilizing dune vege
tation if such use is not carefully directed and controlled.

Land use regulations

The regulation of activities on barrier beaches can include
wecland and floodplain procecCion programs that protect beaches
and dunes in an undeveloped state. Setback lines can prevent
alterations to the primary dune system. Communities par
ticipating in the regular program of the National Flood
Insurance Program can adopt regulations which prohibit new
construction on oceanfront lots in the velocity zone or the
entire barrier beach. A community can adopt a local ordinance
requiring that a written statement of potential flood hazards,
Including storm risk be provided Co prospective buyers. A deed
disclosure can also be required. Development that does occur
on barrier beaches must be designed to reduce damage from wind
and flooding. This can reduce public expedltures for storm
repair and reconstruction as well as minimize hazards to adja
cent structures from wind and water carried debris. Minimum
regulations for new construction usually include elevating Che
first floor at or above the base flood elevation and
floodprooflng all utilities. More stringent construction
standards for ocean front lots can require, for example, a spe
cific number, type and dimension of pile to use for elevated
construction. A community can also Increase the lot size
requirements in the density regulations of their zoning bylaws
thereby limiting the number of strucCures chac can be damaged.
All existing structures on a barrier beach should be
floodproofed to at least protect home utility equipment. Other
land use techniques can include building moratoriums, and the
use of transferable development rights.
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Tax policy

Communities can assess land with conservation restrictions

at a reduced rate to encourage this use. Local assessors
should be urged to decrease the assessed value of floodproofed
structures thereby encouraging other homeowners to floodproof.

Post - storm recovery

Establishing a policy for rebuilding scorm damaged buildings,
roads, utilities and coastal engineering structures should be
part of pre-storm planning. Viable non-structural alternatives
should be identified. Priority funding of acquisition/
relocation programs should be in place so that after a
disaster, implementation can occur. The building code can
require new and existing sCruccures which are being rebuilt to
be elevated so that the first floor elevation is above the 100

year base flood including the wave crest height. Shoreline
erosion rates can be used to establish new siting setback
requirements.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

Two developed, but geomorphlcally different, barrier beaches In
Massachusetts illustrate how some of these management techniques have
been implemented.

Plum Island example

Plum Island Is a relatively large, recreating barrier
island located on the North Shore. The southern two-thirds of

the island is In the Parker River National Wildlife Refuge.
This is contrasted by the northern third of the island which is
Intensively developed with a mix of summer and year-round
housing. The wlnterlzatlon of seasonal cottages is exposing
more and more residents to winter coastal storm hazards. The

island is subjected Co "northeaster" storms which regularly
limit access to Che single road and bridge ChaC provides Che
only link Co Che mainland.

Several managemenC Issues have arisen In recent years
on Plum Island including shoreline protection, publicly funded
infrastructure, and open space protection. In response to
continued shoreline erosion, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
in the 1970's conducted a feasibility study for a shoreline
protection program for the developed portion of Plum Is landO.
While the study concluded that an unfavorable benefit/cost ana
lysis precluded federal Involvement in the construction, the
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issue illustrates how Increased development could eventually
lead Co additional public expenditures In this hazard prone
area.

The community has continued to actively seek public funds
to help construct roads, water and sewer systems to service
existing residents. Each of these proposals has generated a
great deal of controversy that has involved residents, state
and federal agencies, and environmental organizations. For
example, the construction of a proposed water supply system
required the use of state or federal funds. The use of these
funds for this project was denied based on the Governor's
Executive Order on Barrier Beaches because this proposed system
represented a direct incentive for increased development on a
barrier beach. The Executive Order is an example of a policy
which seeks to shift some of the burden of storm damage losses
to those whose presence on the coastal floodplain creates the
losses.

The state has also been active In protecting the remaining
natural areas on Che developed seccion of Plum Island. On che
norchem end of che Island aC Che Merrimack River inlec,
historic storm damage has been extensive. A 50 acre Coast
Guard facility which was located there has been moved to a more
stable, off-Island area. The former Coast Guard site has now
been acquired by the state as a park.

Peggotty Beach example

Peggotty Beach Is a small barrier beach located on the
South Shore, ic is a developed seasonal resorc community which
has been repeatedly and extensively damaged by coastal storms
in recent years. A program to purchase insured storm damaged
properties from willing sellers through PBMA's 1362 program was
initiated after major storm damage In 1978 and 1979. Although
at times this process was controversial, 14 sites were even
tually acquired.

For those damaged structures which were rebuilt,
reconstruction standards were developed through a regulatory
process utilizing the scientific and engineering expertise of
local, state and federal agencies. In the future, standards
for rebuilding are likely to be Improved only by utilizing this
expertise and the continued collection of technical data con
cerning the response of structures to storm conditions.

3. Conclusion

The management objectives for barrier beaches are similar
— reduce or avoid future storm losses as well as shift some of
the burden of storm losses to those whose presence in the
floodplain creates the losses. The Plum Island and Peggotty
Beach examples Illustrate that management techniques must be
tailored to each barrier area depending on political, economic,
technical and storm damage history factors.
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Introduction

Deer Island, a fragile 542-acre barrier island off the coast of
Biloxi, Mississippi, has recently been a center of controversy due to
the proposed private development of the Island by a Florida-based
developer. The island, which at one point is only a few hundred yards
from the mainland of Biloxi, is a breeding place and nursery for sport
and commercial fish and shellfisheries, a protective storm buffer for
the mainland, a vital rest stop for migratory birds, a recreational
resource, and a haven for a wide variety of wildlife, including ospreys,
alligators, raccoons, muskrats, and brown pelicans.

Under the Mississippi Coastal Program (MCP) which was developed
pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, Deer Island is
recognized as a "unique, as yet undeveloped resource with enormous
potential for public recreation, research and education." Because of
these qualities, it is designated as a special management area in the
MCP. However, since the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Marine Resources
under the MCP over uplands in the coastal area is unclear, there is some
question as to what extent the private development of Deer Island Is
regulated under the MCP. In this paper, Mississippi's Coastal Wetlands
Protection Law and the Mississippi Coastal Program are reviewed followed
by a discussion of how they have been utilized to regulate development
on Deer Island.
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Mississippi Coastal Wetlands Protection Law

Regulation of the development of Mississippi's coast, including the
barrier islands, is not vested In any one agency. The two state
agencies which are most involved, however, are the Mississippi
Commission on Wildlife Conservation (MCWC) and the Mississippi
Commission on Natural Resources (MCNR). These Commissions, located
respectively in the Department of Wildlife Conservation and Department
of Natural Resources, are jointly responsible for the management of

Mississippi's coastal resources. The MCWC, acting through the Bureau
of Marine Resources (BMR) is primarily responsible for wetlands
resources. The Bureau of Pollution Control (BPC) under the Department
of Natural Resources, and, to a lesser extent, the Bureau of Land and
Water Resources and the Department of Archives and History, handle the
management of coastal resources on land.

The most comprehensive state legislation by which coastal wetlands
2

are managed is the Coastal Wetlands Protection Law. It expresses a
public policy that coastal wetlands should be preserved, except in those
instances where the alteration of a specific wetland would serve a

higher public interest.3 (It is interesting to note that "a higher
public interest" is not defined in Che legislation.) To carry out this
policy, the Wetlands Law and MCP establish a permitting and compliance

review procedure which is administered by BMR. Ostensibly, any
activity that affects coastal wetlands in Mississippi's three coastal
counties Is a regulated activity and subject to the permit process.
Since some activities conducted outside the wetlands may affect the
wetlands, a permit may also be needed for certain activities beyond the
three county coastal area or for activities on upland areas such as
barrier islands. These activities include the "indirect dumping,
filling or depositing of materials on or in coastal wetlands" and
"structures being erected on suitable sites for water dependent

industry."

In reality, not all activities affecting coastal wetlands are
permitted under the MCP. Essentially, only five (5) types of activities
are specifically regulated: (1) dredging, excavating or removing of any
materials from the wetlands; (2) direct or indirect filling of the
wetlands; (3) killing or materially damaging any wetland plant or
animal; (4) erection of structures which materially affect the ebb and
flow of Che Cide; and (5) ereccion of structures on suitable sites for

water-dependent industry. Furthermore, noc all activities that fall
within these five categories are subject to the review and compliance
procedure. The Wetlands Law enumerates nineteen (19) exemptions from
the permit process (e.g. recreation that causes no material harm to the
wetlands; coastal Port Authorities and Industrial Commissions; normal
maintenance and repair of bulkheads; piers and marinas; activities
associated with oil and gas exploration which are being conducted
pursuant to valid permit from another state agency; and coastal wetlands
within five feet of private property). However, the MCP requires
notification to BMR of any activities that would affect the wetlands,
including Chose cxempCed by sCaCuCe. BMR is Chen required Co make a
finding that the activities are conducted in accordance with the public

o

policy provisions of the Wetlands Law.
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Mississippi Coastal Program

The Mississippi Coastal Program "fills out" the Coastal Wetlands
Law by setting management goals, and establishing implementation
procedures, decision-making guidelines, policy coordination procedures,
affirmative management activities and special management areas. Some of
the goals established by the MCP are provisions for: (1) reasonable
industrial expansion on the coast with special consideration given to
water*dependent industries; (2) coordinated local, state and federal
planning; (3) one-stop permitting that would coordinate the processing
and issuance of a variety of permits within the coastal area; and (4)

o

favoring the preservation of the coastal wetlands and ecosystems.
Next I will discuss the procedures by which the MCP accomplishes these
goals.

Permit process

Before an activity that may affect the coastal wetlands is planned,
the applicable coastal wetlands use plan should be consulted. (A
wetlands use plan is a document designating the types of activities that
are allowed in specific coastal wetlands areas.) Then, if the proposed
activity requires a permit and is allowed by the plan, a permit

application should be filed with BMR. Within 60 days from receiving
a completed application, BMR gives public notice in a local newspaper
stating the date by which written objections to the application must be

filed. In addition to such notice, BMR provides a copy of the
application to affected public officials and to the State A-95
Clearinghouse to satisfy the policy coordination procedure (which will
be discussed later). A public hearing before the MCWC on the permit is
required only if a written objection to the project is made or if the

12
applicant requests one. The ultimate decision to grant, deny or
condition a permit belongs to the MCWC, which depends heavily upon the
advice and recommendations of the staff of BMR.

In addition to the permitting procedure, the MCP provides thirteen
(13) decision factors to be followed by BMR in evaluating a proposed
project. The factors which must be considered are: (1) applicable
legislative and judicial interpretations of the public interest; (2) the
applicable coastal wetlands use plan; (3) the detailed guidelines
provided in Section VIII; (4) precedent setting effects and the existing
or potential cumulative impacts of similar developments; (5) the extent
to which the biological integrity and productivity of the area will be
affected; (6) all intended and unintended impacts of the total project;
(7) the extent to which adverse impacts can be avoided; (8) the
availability of alternative sites which would reduce unavoidable adverse
impacts; (9) the need for a waterfront location; (10) the preservation
of natural scenic qualities; (11) national interests; (12) public and
inter-agency comments; and (13) the provisions of an applicable approved

13
Special Management Area plan.

Unless a variance is requested and specifically justified, BMR must
follow these guidelines in recommending decisions on permit
applications. A variance is required for regulated activities conducted
in a manner inconsistent with the guidelines. A variance may be granted
if it is specifically determined that: (1) the impacts on coastal
wetlands will be no more detrimental than if the guidelines were
followed; (2) the variance will be temporary; (3) there are no feasible
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alternative construction techniques or sites; or (4) the project
14

requires a waterfront site.

Policy Coordination Procedures

All state and federal agencies must carry out their
responsibilities in the coastal area in compliance with the MCP. To

insure compliance, the MCP Includes policy coordination procedures.
As stated earlier, at the same time that BMR publishes notice of a date
for filing written objections to a permit application, it also
specifically notifies state and federal agencies through the A-95
Clearinghouse. A-95 compiles a weekly log of proposed projects and
distributes them to interested federal and state agencies. This affords
other agencies an opportunity to comment on proposed actions relating to
their respective statutory responsibilities. It also provides BMR with
a means of insuring that all other agency activities are consistent with
the MCP. Ostensibly, if a coastal program agency objects to a proposed
action, the action cannot go forward. Enforcement procedures are

provided if an agency proceeds in a manner contrary to the MCP.

Special Management Areas

Because of their economic and recreational importance, three areas
(including Deer Island) have been designated as special management

areas (SMA). The designation of an SMA does not impose regulations
on an area over and above what is authorized by existing statutes.
However, it is hoped that development of specific, environmentally sound
plans for these areas will reduce the need for regulation while
simultaneously providing coastal resources with the greatest amount of
protection. Area management plans should improve the predictability of
permit decisions and help resolve permit controversies in advance of
specific development proposals. It is important to note here that SMA
designations are voluntary and require the agreement of the local
governments and, if applicable, the owner of private property in the
special management area. Thus, even though Deer Island is recognized by
the MCP as an SHA, it is highly unlikely that a plan will be developed
unless it were to be purchased by a governmental agency or organization
sensitive to the dangers of Improper development.

Regulation of Deer Island to Date

As stated in the introduction, the efforts of Deer Island
Development Corporation (DIDC) to develop a resort area on Deer Island
have been a major source of controversy on the Mississippi coast. DIDC
has announced its intention of developing a resort consisting of 160 to
300 condominium vacation cabins on stilts, as well as roadways, swimming
pools, tennis courts and a marina. In March, 1981, the City of Biloxi
agreed to treat the wastewater generated by the resort development.
However, in November, 1981, that contract was rescinded by the Biloxi
City Council. The City contended that the unilateral decision of the
DIDC to bring the wastewater ashore at a different entry point, the
unilateral decision for piping rather than barging of wastewaters, and
the unilateral application for wetlands permits without consulting the
City were contrary to the intent and language of the contract. As a
result of this decision, DIDC announced plans to use septic tanks for
the vacation cabins.
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DIDC then followed through with its applications to BMR (pursuant
to the Coastal Wetlands Law) and the Army Corps of Engineers (under $ 10
of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and S 404 of the Clean Water Act)
for a permit to build a pier and a utility corridor in the wetlands
between Deer Island and the mainland. A public hearing was requested
and held in Biloxi to discuss the state application. Of the written and
verbal comments received by BMR, 91 were opposed and only one person (an
attorney representing DIDC) was in favor of the proposed project. In
January, 1982, the MCWC unanimously denied DIDC's permit application
because the proposed activities were inconsistent with the policies and
goals of the Mississippi Coastal Program, would adversely affect the
coastal wetlands, and ultimately the public interests. Under Chapter
VIII of the MCP, the MCWC is required to evaluate thirteen (13) factors
in reaching a decision on regulated coastal activities. Of these,
negative findings were made on five: (1) Unacceptable precedent setting
affects would be set by allowing the use of public trust wetlands to
further the development of an undeveloped barrier island. (2) The full
extent of the proposed project, including the secondary impacts induced
by the project, both Intended and unintended but reasonably anticipated
would adversely affect the wetlands ecosystem through landclearing and
landscaping, the use of septic tanks to treat domestic sewage, beach
nourishment, general island erosion, solid waste disposal, human
intrusion, and loss of upland habitats. (3) Based upon public comment,
the proposed project will negatively alter the natural scenic quality of
the island. (4) The project fails to serve or advance the national
interest as it would (a) adversely affect endangered, threatened or rare
species, (b) lead to an accelerated decline of the physical integrity of
the island, thus reducing its ability to act as a storm buffer for the
mainland, (c) increase the chances of personal injury and property
damage to purchasers of the condominums, and (d) negate the policies and
goals of the MCP to protect the wetlands and their ecosystems from the
detrimental affects of adverse occupancy and modifications. (5)
Comments received through the MCP policy coordination and public comment
provisions were overwhelmingly opposed to the granting of the permit.

Approximately a month after this decision, the Mississippi
Commission on Natural Resources (MCNR) considered a request from DIDC
for certification of water quality for the same facilities.
Unfortunately, the MCNR failed to follow the lead of its sister agency
and the recommendation of the Bureau of Pollution Control to deny the
permit as inconsistent with the MCP. Instead it chose to postpone a
final decision by ruling that It would not approve plans for development
of the island as long as they included the use of septic tanks for
sewage disposal. DIDC did not re-submit its application and,
subsequently, also withdrew the permit application which it had filed
with the Corps. DIDC then altered its plans to provide for on-island
power generation and water service.

Conclusion

Some question still remains as to the ability of the MCWC to
prohibit the use of septic tanks to serve the condominiums. Under
Mississippi law, counties are allowed to set their own requirements for

septic tanks through their building codes.18 While Harrison County
(where Deer Island is located) does have a building code requiring a
percolation test before installing septic tanks, offshore islands are

specifically exempted from this requirement.19 This is particularly
disturbing because state health and pollution control personnel are
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concerned that the use of septic tanks for this development is likely to
pollute areas of the Mississippi Sound adjacent to the island,
potentially causing the closing of oyster reefs in the area. Indeed,
one justification for denial of the permit for a utility corridor relied
on the fact that the use of septic tanks would result in "increased
fecal coliform contamination and the possible loss of valuable private
and public oyster reefs" and possible "closure of area beaches to
swimmers."

Under my reading of the Wetlands Law and the MCP, the MCWC has
jurisdiction over the use of septic tanks on Deer Island, but to date
has not chosen to exercise such jurisdiction. As stated earlier, among
the classes of regulated activities are those activities that kill or
materially harm any wetland plant or animal. If, indeed, the extensive
use of septic tanks on Deer Island will result in destruction of oyster
beds through pollution, then arguably DIDC should be required to apply
to BMR for a permit to construct septic tanks under this class of
activity. This view is further supported by the public policy of the
Wetlands Law to "preserve the natural state of the coastal wetlands and
their ecosystems (emphasis added) and to prevent the despoliation
(emphasis added) and destruction of them." If such a permit were
required, it would most certainly meet the same fate as the application
for a utility corridor.

As can be seen from the previous discussion, the Coastal Wetlands
Law and MCP do not purport to directly regulate barrier island
development in Mississippi. However, coastal zone management
legislation that does not allow for control of upland activities that
have serious potential for adversely affecting wetlands ultimately
defeats the goal of preserving wetlands as one of our nation's greatest
natural resources. The role of the MCWC in controlling such activity in
Mississippi under the MCP is unclear. Without some amendments to the
law that would strengthen the MCWC's authority over upland activities,
there will continue to be confusion over the Commission's ability to
control unwise development on Mississippi's barrier islands.

Footnotes

HilSS. CODE ANN. SS 57-15-1 et seq. (1981 Supp.) (Commission on
Wildlife Conservation); MISS. CODE ANN. SS 49-2-1 et seq. (1981 Supp.)

2Coastal Wetlands Protection Law, MISS. CODE ANN. SS 49-27-1 et
seq. (1981 Supp.).

3Id. S 49-27-3.
*As a matter of law, the ultimate authority over the MCP is the

Mississippi Commission on Wildlife Conservation, acting through BMR.
Mississippi Coastal Program, III-4 (August, 1980).
6MISS. CODE ANN. S 49-27-5 (1981 Supp.).

7Id., S 49-27-7.
Mississippi Coastal Program, VIII-19 (August, 1980).
9Id., 1-2.
10HISS. CODE ANN. S 49-27-9 (1981 Supp.); Mississippi Coastal

Program, VIII-8 (August, 1980).

Mississippi Coastal Program, VIII-10 (August, 1980).
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12Id.
13
Mississippi Coastal Program, VIII-12 through 15 (August, 1980).

WId., VIII-13.
15Id., V1II-39 through 53.
16Id., VIII-47.
Id., Chapter VI.

18
Individual Onsite Wastewater Disposal Systems Law, MISS. CODE

ANN. SS 41-67-1 et seq. (1972).
19
Official Land Developmenc Regulations, S 104.1 (Harrison

County, Mississippi, 1980).
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THE APPROPRIATE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR
WITH REGARD TO COASTAL EROSION

James B. London

The Center for Metropolitan Affairs
and Public Policy

The College of Charleston
Charleston, S.C. 29407

Coastal processes have been at work since time invariant, creating
a volatile physical conditio))-. 'As a result, the present barrier
island chain along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts has been both created
and changed significantly overtime. Despite the fact that those
changes have been long-term, losses 1n terms of real property
stem largely from rapid development of beach areas since the end of
the Second World War and to some short-sighted building practices
that have failed to appreciate the dynamic nature of the physical
environment.

This escalating conflict of man against nature has been
the source of increasing concern 1n coastal states. The following
paper stems from a recent study of erosion management options along
the South Carolina coast (London, et al_, 1981). The paper will
review the South Carolina experience and consider the peculiar
benefits and costs associated with this development. With this
background, a framework will be presented to consider the optimal
utilization of beach resources and the appropriate role of public
entities to encourage more effective outcomes. Specific attention
will be given to institutional arrangements that have been proposed
or that might be considered to better Incorporate dynamic natural
conditions into land-use planning for coastal communities.

The Development of the Coast

Man's association with the shoreline has varied over time.
The American Indian made use of coastal areas for hunting, fishing,
and limited agriculture, but soon learned to adjust their lifestyles
to the fury of the sea. Early colonists continued primary activi
ties until the cultivation of indigo and rice along the South
Carolina coast brought more productive use by the mid-18th century.
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By the later part of the century, recreational usage of the barrier
islands became more common as planters moved their families
during the summer months to escape the cool summer nights on the
plantation from which it was felt the fever bred (Provost and
Milder, 1972). A legislative resolution of 1791 granted the
right to spend summers on Sullivan's Island near Charleston to
any South Carolinian who thought 1t "beneficial to health". By
1800, streets were laid out; and by 1824, the summer population
was said to be "a thousand or more" (Brewster, 1947). The co
incident introduction of sea island cotton along the Carolina/
Georgia coast proved highly profitable through the first half
of the 19th-century; yet this advantage was never regained after
the Civil War.

Although recreational utilization of the beaches has con
tinued, primary growth has occured post World War II. Develop
ment along the South Carolina Grand Strand which includes Myrtle
Beach has expanded with visitation rising from 2.9 million in
1972 to 6.5 million in 1978.1 At the same time, exclusive resort
developments have developed farther down the coast including
Hilton Head, Kiawah, and Seabrook Islands. Building permits
at Hilton Head which have increased from $12 to $91 million per
year over the last decade are indicative of this growth.2

Other states have witnessed similar experiences in recent
years. Among the more general factors contributing coastal de
velopment patterns are climatic conditions. Since 1960, the
number of hurricanes striking the Atlantic coast has been un
usually sparce with no major storms having hit during this time
period. Although this trend appears to be cyclical rather
than long-term, a feeling of relative security pervades many
developments reflected not only in the quantity of structures
built but also in the quality of building practices.

Other factors Influencing development patterns include
both private and public inducements. From a private perspective,
a significant inducement stems from increased levels of Income
and the ability of families to pursue more capital-intensive
leisure activities such as beach vacations.3 At the same time,
the geographical proximity of Individuals to the shore-line
and greater accessibility with the family car and Improved high
way systems have opened the beaches to far larger numbers.4
These trends have been reenforced by public programs that have
encouraged greater utilization of the nation's beaches. The
Impetus of these programs has been directed toward : Infrastruc
ture, financial leverage, and shoreline protection. Collectively,
these Inducements may have been reenforced still further by a
"learning by doing" phenomenon, i.e. once individuals are exposed
to an experience such as beach vacation, they learn to recreate
or appreciate the activity and return for regular or more frequent
visits (Krutilla, 1967).

This recent development of oceanfront beaches has provided
greater accessibility for vacation and year-round accommodations.
In turn, benefits have accrued to a far wider audience, and an
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important tourism industry has spawned in a number of coastal
states. Yet, this development has not been without cost borne
both publicly and privately. In addition to construction ex
penditures, the cost of maintenance for buildings and property in
volatile hazard areas has been high as has the cost imposed on
the delicate ecosystem of many barrier and oceanfront communities.

The Benefit of Development

The benefit associated with coastal amenities is difficult
to quantify. As a first approximation, benefit is measured by
willingness-to-pay for use of the resource. Yet, as the beaches
are held in public trust and are generally non-exclusionary,
payments are made only for ancillary services, food, and accommo
dations. Still, travel expenditures in South Carolina's 6 ocean-
front counties amounted $1.4 billion in 1981. Collectively,
these counties account for 60 percent of such expenditures among
the state's 46 counties. For the state as a whole, tourism ranks
as the second most significant industry, and tourist-related
employment as of 1975 totaled 28, 274 (Ellerbrock and Hite, 1979).

Amenity value 1s also capitalized in land values and repre
sents what economists refer to as differential rent. At Myrtle
Beach, for example, oceanfront property sells at a 50 percent
premium compared to comparable property on the second row. As
development continues and beach and adjacent properties become
scarce commodities, land value Incorporates scarcity rent as well.
On Hilton Head, despite a relative downturn in the real estate
market, properties appreciated at an annual rate of 25.4 percent
between 1978 and 1980 (London, et al., 1981.) As Increased de
mands are channeled to a fixed supply of shoreline, the relative
value of these properties will continue to rise.

In addition to pecuniary benefits reflected in beach usage,
significant non-market benefits accrue as well. Blomberg (1982)
recently has reviewed through literature some of the perceptions
of the coast and its value. Among the more pervasive values
are the primordial attraction of the ocean and the natural sense
of place associated with ocean experiences. The beaches are
public and in general, no fees are charged for their use.
Economists refer to this outcome as consumer's surplus, implying
that benefit exceeds the market price. To stereotype an ex
ample, the surfer who camps on the beach may derive significant
value despite minimal expenditures. The point here is that
significant personal and social value occurs in use and that
this value accrues in both monetary and non-monetary terms.

Finally, whether we use the beach or not, value is derived
from the option of doing so. For example, an individual that
has never visited the Grand Canyon may derive option value
from knowing that the canyon exists and that he/she and his/her
descendents may at some time derive enjoyment from that experi
ence. Implicit in the concept of option value is the fact that
alterations of the natural environment may be irreversible and
that changes to the coastal ecosystem may diminish or eliminate
the resource's environmental amenity. It is appropriate that the
cumulative benefit associated with ocean amenities be incorporated
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in the decision-making process.

Tfae Post of Development

Development in coastal areas is not without cost, some of
which 1s peculiar to oceanfront environs. The most obvious
cost differential associated with such development is the risk
to life and property as the result of locations in areas subject
to coastal hazards and long-term erosion rates. Although for
tunately there has not been a repeat of the 1900 hurricane that
hit Galveston drowning 6,000 residents and killing another 2,000
inland, property losses associated with such storms continue
to escalate. In 1969, Hurricane Camllle, with a rating of five
on a scale of five and a 24-foot surge took 144 lives and caused
over $1 billion In property loss. More subtlely, annual property
loss due to erosion was estimated to be $300 million as of the
mid - 1970's (Sorenson and Mitchell, 1975); no update has been
made at this time.

Ironically, 1t is often the actions of man disturbing the
natural system that exacerbates erosional trends and thereby
property losses. It 1s now well understood that the earlier
leveling of dune systems and the removal of beach vegetation has
had serious consequences. Moreover, in increasingly urbanized
areas, the ability of beach sand to absorb stormwater has re
sulted in serious run-off problems in some communities.

Once erosional trends have begun, structural solutions have
often caused more harm to the Impacted property and, at other
times, merely redirected wave energy causing erosion elsewhere.
Seawalls and bulkheads built upon retreating beaches cause
wrap-around action resulting in erosion to adjacent property as
well as scouring at their base which accelerates the loss of
beach seaward of the construction. As such, losses are inflicted
on both individual property owners and the public beach. Simi
larly, stop gap measures to redirect sand transport result in a
redistribution of beach sand often at the expense of other
properties.

The interrelatedness of beach systems accentuates the
impacts of individual actions on the whole. Such is the case
whether the carrying capacity of the beach system Is approached
or whether building patterns exacerbate erosional trends. Once
damages have begun, attempts to remedy the situation become very
costly as a critical proportion are reached. The incorporation
of appropriate costs to individual actions is a precondition to
the design of effective social outcomes.

The Optimal Use of the Resource

Although dynamic, sand budgets are said to be in long-run
balance albeit positioned in varying proportions depending on
seasonal or climatic conditions. The disequilibrium that has
developed along coastal beaches evolves instead from a conflict
between man's desire for stable land-use patterns amidst volatile
natural conditions. The resolution of this issue requires a
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balancing of objectives regarding the proper use of the coastal
environment.

Figure I, which appears below, depicts benefits and costs
associated with beach utilization. The marginal benefit, MB,
reflects enjoyment accruing from successive units of activity.
The benefit curve Incorporates monetary and non-monetary benefits
derived by the individual; it Is downward sloping beyond some
point, reflecting diminishing returns through satiation. The
marginal cost curves represent expenditures required to access
successive units of the activity. MCi represents private costs
which for simplicity are assumed to be constant. As such, use
will occur atU1 units of activity and at a per unit cost of
V]. Individuals, It should be noted, will utilize the resource
until their personal costs exceed the benefit derived.

To provide for greater collective benefit, public programs
have lowered the effective cost of accessibility by subsidizing
development and by reducing the inherent risk to property owners.
As a result, the actual marginal cost Is lowered to MCg; utili
zation 1s increased fromUi toUg providing greater access. Yet,
to the degree that full private and social costs are not reflect
ed, the outcome is not efficient from either a private or social
perspective.

To more appropriately reflect social costs, the cost curve
MC3 Is included. As suggested earlier, beyond some point, social
costs are likely to increase with density and demands on the
natural system. Therefore, If HC-j represents full pecuniary cost
(Including contributions from taxpayers), MC3 reflects both
pecuniary and environmental cost and is upward sloping. Ignoring
for the moment the fact that social benefit may also occur, the
social optima is achieved at use level U3, and the value (and cost)
of the last visit is equal to V3. Even with the Inclusion of
social benefit, which might be denoted by a parallel shift of
the benefit line, it is not likely that the shift will be sizable.
Unlike the divergence between social and private costs which may
be quite large, the majority of benefits can be Internalized by
the individual.

Value/
Cost

"1

V2

"3 ul u2 Utilization

Figure I. Marginal benefit and cost accruing from beach usage.
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From this representation, we are left to conclude that in
terms of social efficiency present institutional arrangements
are encouraging over-utilization of coastal environments. To
address this situation, a number of environmental groups and
public officials are calling for tighter controls on use, the
removal of subsidy programs, and the public acquisition of
undeveloped areas. Although selective conservation is appropri
ate to assure variety of opportunity at a later date and to pre
vent beach areas from exceeding their carrying capacity, access
to the beach resources through both public and private means
must also be assured to meet demands for such recreation In the
coming years. Despite a leveling of population growth and a
slower rate of economic growth projected for the coming decade,
the fact that greater numbers of individuals have been exposed
to oceanfront experiences over the last generation will assure
a continued and growing demand for such activity. Greater at
tention must be given to Institutional arrangements better re
flecting the true cost of coastal development and providing a
framework on that basis to encourage more optimal utilization
of the shoreline. Primary public responsibilities in this re
gard relate to issues of : 1) information, 2) spillover effects,
and 3) risk.

The first of these responsibilities is critical and may
be the area for which the greatest consensus is found. The
science of geomorphology is complex and prediction Is diffi
cult. Still a sound scientific basis is prerequisite as
policies must be dynamic and anticipate shoreline changes to
the extent practicable. In addition, information dissemination
to the public 1s essential if responsible private decisions
are to be made. Uncertainty is a cost of development along
the shoreline; to the extent to which uncertainty is removed,
more optimal development can be accommodated. Still, Individ
uals and public officials must understand the margin of error
involved and act accordingly.

With good Information, individuals can seek their own level
of well-being; yet, to the extent that their activities impose
damage on third parties, corrective measures may be necessary
to achieve effective outcomes. With respect to shore erosion
where external or spillover effects can be significant, the
most effective remedy may be to design an appropriate long-
term approach providing a framework for responsible individual
actions and limiting the potential for third party conflicts.

Effective long-run policies must incorporate the influence
of dynamic physical processes. As such, the beach system should
be allowed to migrate with erosional trends and other scientif
ic data serving as a basis to direct future building patterns.
The dune management plan drafted for New Jersey offers the
classic example of such an approach allowing for natural move
ment of the dune system (Nordstrom, et. al., 1977). In addition
to dune management, coastal setback lines have been instituted
by a number of states and communities. Setbacks either preclude
or require a variance for location seaward of the line with
criteria incltding but not limited to : flood maps and storm
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history, past erosion rates, specific site observation, or
some combination of the above. In general, existing property
owners are exempted as their decisions were based on previous
institutional arrangements.

In the short-term, particularly where construction occurred
under previous institutional guidelines and potential losses
are significant, structural solutions may still represent a
reasonable alternative. It is important, however, that me
chanisms be developed to : 1) incorporate potential damage
into the decision process, 2) assure public benefit, and 3)
determine reasonable life expectancies for such projects.
Where the construction of erosion control structures proves
noncompatible with use by adjacent property owners, the po
tential for compensation exists and bears consideration if
structures are allowed at all. With compensation for actual
or potential damage to adjacent property, effective solutions
might be achieved as risk and uncertainty would soon be in
corporated by individual property owners. At some point, the
cost of compensation would exceed personal property loss and
the structure would no longer be extended. The most signifi
cant financial burden would rest on the initial property owner
who assumes greater than personal costs for what may Impact
the community as a whole.

In addition to private loss, the extent of loss to the
public beach should also be considered with the appropriate
adjustment including taxes and/or fees. As this loss may be
extensive, structural solutions should be employed only in
the most serious circumstances with all or part of the damage
being met by the private property owner in question. Where
impacts are community-wide in scope rather than site-specific,
compensatory payments may be difficult to allocate. Still,
it is the perogative of the state to restrict the use of eros
ion control structures or to require compensation for loss.
Where erosion control structures are required, it may be
appropriate to impose a time limit conforming to the expected
lifetime of the building in question. Particularly in the
case of commercial establishments, turnover rates are relative
ly high, and depreciation schedules of 15 years typically
are employed at the present time. For existing development,
it seems reasonable to limit the effective life of erosion
control structures to depreciation schedules. For future de
velopment, assuming that construction guidelines are well
established, this provision may be deleted if deemed
appropriate.

The final consideration which must be addressed is that
of risk which may be substantial in oceanfront settings.
Past policies often have served to minimize risk through pro
grams such as Federal Flood Insurance and Disaster Relief.
As a result, individuals often undervalue the potential loss
of building in hazard areas while significant federal and
private insurance payments are required to remedy for this
situation. Unlike some of the spillover costs discussed pre
viously, risk can be internalized, i.e., borne by the property
owner, given adequate information. More effective use of
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coastal resources can be obtained where private property
owners incorporate the full cost of development into their
decision-making process. The public sector in turn, should
provide a framework which corrects and/or minimizes social costs
and provides Information. At the same time, the framework
should encourage Individuals In making personal decisions to
pursue objectives consistent with stated public policy.

FOOTNOTES

South Carolina Department of Parks, (ecreation, and
Tourism, Tourism Statistics, 1981.

Office of the Building Inspector, Beaufort County Joint
Planning Commission, "Building Permit Totals on Hilton
Head Island from 1952 thru 1980."

Although Increased leisure time often is cited for in
creased recreational demand, the greater involvement of
women in the workforce has actually decreased family
leisure time.

According to Census numbers catalogued by Niels West,
the coastal population grew 44 percent faster than the
U.S. total between 1950 and 1980.
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Problem

Shoreline erosion problems are particularly acute near tidal
Inlets because the beaches in these locations are subject to rapid
change (Baker, 1977; FitzCeiald et al. 1978) and because such areas
have historically been prime locations for development (Nordstrom,
1981). This sCudy has been designed Co develop models of shoreline
change for New Jersey inleCs and to use this Information to suggest why
existing regulatory programs should be changed to reflect the dynamic
nature of these features. Much of the effort has been directed toward
determining whether inlet shorelines are special coastal areas
deserving a different set of criteria for regulation of land use than
other ocean shorelines.

At present there are 12 ocean inlecs in New Jersey (Figure 1),
five of which are stabilized by jetties. There are 3 inlets in un
developed state. These will remain undeveloped because they are
Included in the Brigantlne National Wildlife Refuge. The remaining
four Inlets are not stabilized by jetties, but they are developed.
There is new land being created adjacent to these inlets which result
in continued pressure to develop. These Inlets are locations of
special concern because of their high mobility and great hazard
potential. Accordingly, it is toward these inlets that this discussion
is directed. All four of the inlets are similar in planimetric form
and exhibit roughly similar changes in response to wave and sediment
Inputs. The data analysis presented here will be confined to Hereford
Inlet (Figure 1) because this inlet is the most dynamic and potentially
troublesome of the four unjettied, developed Inlets.

Historic Shoreline Changes and Land Use

A map and air photo analysis was conducted to identify the long
and short term changes in shoreline location at Hereford Inlet and to
identify the damage potential of a severe storm. Figure 2A shows the
magnitude of change occurring over a 26 year period. These changes
were considerably greater than the changes which occurred on the ocean
shorelines away from the inlet (Nordstrom, 1981). Of particular
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importance is the accretion updrlft of the inlet and retreat on the
downdrlft side in the throat of the inlet. There is now little or no
beach along portions of the inlet throat and there has been extensive
use of shore protection structures to compensate for beach loss.

NEW *|
JERSEY J-

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

SHARK RIVER®
MANASQUAN®

f- BARNEGAT®

t LITTLE EGG/BEACH HAVEN*
c/-BRIGANTINE*
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® -JETTIED
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Figure 1. Tidal Inlets on the Atlantic shoreline of New Jersey.

The rapid deposition on the updrift shoreline created a low,
narrow barrier which is overwashed by storms. Figure 2B shows wave
overwash resulting from the Ash Wednesday storm of 6-7 March, 1962.
Water levels associated with the storm surge were as high as 2.68
meters above mean sea level here (USAC0E, 1962). Waves and entrained
sand washed over the entire island updrift of the inlet and the
potential existed for creation of a new inlet north of the existing
inlet.

The recent accretion at Hereford Inlet created new land with
development potential indicated on Figure 2C. Even in most other
locations already developed for residential use, few locations exceed
maximum possible building densities allowed in state regulatory
programs. Hose buildings are one to four unit structures, and 24 unit
structures may be built without a special permit (NJDEP, 1977).

An idea of the vulnerability of the areas of potential development
is readily seen when shoreline change maps are superimposed on the maps
showing development. The registration point on Figure 2 identifies the
location of the house which is nearest the inlet. This area was
overwashed in the 1962 storm and was not even developable land in 1952.
As development of such areas continues, the loss potential from the
erosion hazard Increases as does the need to reformulate policies for
management of these areas.
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Figure 2. Shoreline change, depth of storm overwash penetration, and
existing land use at Hereford Inlet. Data source: state of New
Jersey vertical aerial photographs.

Future Changes at Hereford Inlet

Figure 3 shows present conditions and the potential changes which
can occur at Hereford Inlet based on the behavior of the inlet over the
last 140 years (Nordstrom, 1981) and changes observed on similar inlets
on the east coast of the United States (FitzGcrald et al. 1978). Both
mechanisms for change identified on Figure 3 could very well occur at
Hereford Inlet and both would result in profound changes in the
shoreline adjacent to the inlet.

The ebb tidal delta breaching scenario (Figure 3B) occurs when
increased tidal current flow during storms deepens or widens one of the
smaller flood channels through the delta. This channel becomes more
efficient than the former channel because of its shorter length through
the ebb delta. The former channel then shoals and sand on the
downdrlft side of the new inlet migrates onshore forcing a wider beach
and new land for management. This kind of change could also be
accomplished artificially through dredging of one of the flood
channels.
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Figure 3. Present shoreline condition and projected future shoreline
configuration at Hereford Inlet.

The barrier island updrift of the inlet is low and narrow and is
easily breached through storm overwash. Any new breach would be
located closer Co one of Che former tidal channels in Che bay (Figure
3C) which would help maintain the new breach. Wich a greaCer inlet
area and wich new channels, che old channel gradually would shoal up
and much of che sand from Che dp of che former updrift barrier island
would migrate downdrlft and create new land. The potential for barrier
breaching has been enhanced by Che construction of groins updrift,
especially Che cerminal groin which has caused Che log-spiral shoreline
reentrant on Figures 2 and 3. The sediment-starved area downdrlft of
the groin is eroding rapidly, and the barrier has narrowed considerably
in recent years. Breaching could occur with the next major storm.

Implications for Land Use

The problems identified in the analysis of Hereford Inlet are
symptomatic of the other New Jersey inlets which are unsettled buc
developed. Races of shoreline change are higher chere Chan on Che
adjacent ocean beaches (Nordstrom, 1981). Unlike most ocean beaches,
substantial accretion may occur. However, this accretion is often
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temporary. InleC shorelines also migraCe in che longshore direcclon as
well as undergoing shore perpendicular changes. The potential for
barrier Island breaching is greatly increased at inlets. Like most
barrier Island shoreline locations, development is occurring rapidly,
but there is more bare ground for developmenc aC inlets, and the
periodic creation of new land may result in the development of a parcel
of real estate that may soon be lost. Because of the vulnerability of
inlet shorelines to major changes and the resulting hazard Co
shorefronc buildings, it is suggested that inlets will require a
different set of criteria for regulation than the rest of the other
ocean shoreline.

Rates of shoreline change at inlets are not as Important as zones
of change. Traditional regulations as applied to other shorelines will
nor effectively mitigate erosion hazards at inlets. For example, a
traditional 15 or 30 meter setback for new construction on the
shoreline updrift of an inlet is of little practical use as a means of
reducing the erosion hazard when over a kilometer of a barrier island
can be lose as a resulc of a single storm event. Figure 4 identifies
che potenClal size of the regulatory zone required to effeccively
reduce Che loss potential at Hereford Inlet compared with an
approximation of the regulatory zone which would be created if a
traditional setback were applied. Special land use control zones at
inlets have already been implemented in North Carolina (NCDNRCD, 1981)
where the delineation is based on an average erosion rate. ConCrol
Zones are appropriate for management of the New Jersey inlets. These
zones would be of different size for each of the unjettied inlets in
New Jersey but Che zones would all have che kind of shore-perpendicular
boundaries delineated in Figure 4.

BAY

___TRADITIONAL SETBACK

DELINEATION

Figure 4. Conceptualization of differences between regulatory zones
using a Cradiclonal shoreline setback line and an inlet control
zoneline.

Application

A geomorphlc assessment has been completed for each of the 12
inlets in New Jersey. Future efforts will be aimed at providing
suggestions for management strategies and policy changes which may be
applied for each inlet and for inlet shorelines In general. The
principal target for the planning element is the State of New Jersey
where more powerful new land use controls should be developed to reduce
the degree of the erosion hazard and to reduce public expenditures
related to property loss.
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This could be accomplished by establishing special management
districts or no-building zones at inlets. The hazard areas flagged on
the shoreline change maps should be a focus for state purchase and
control because of the fragility and lack of suitability for higher
levels of development. They should thus be specifically identified in
the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (NJDEPOER, 1973).

At present, there are no zoning ordinances which call attention to
the special hazards which exist at inlets. One of the future tasks
will be to analyze the master plans and zoning ordinances of affected
jurisdictions to add new language to these regulatory documents.
Application of the information to federal programs will also be
assessed. For example, the language of policies developed by the
Federal Insurance Administration and the Department of Housing and
Urban Development concerning development of shorefront properties do
not refer to the types of hazards that exist at inlets (Dames and Moore
et al. 1979), and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers may be able to make
use of the results of this geomorphlc assessment to justify
non-structural alternatives to structural approaches at the highly
dynamic inlet environments. Further, coordination will have to be made
with departments and agencies at all levels of government because of
consistency requirements (USACOE, 1979).

Through Che incorporation of shoreline change data InCo Che
planning process, land use controls can now be developed for inlets
which are based on an actual assessment of the degree of hazard
determined by rates of shoreline change, and a rationale can be
provided for decisions limiting development which are based on the
constraints of the natural system. These are the objectives of this
applied geomorphologlca] research project. The use of geomorphlc
information in a planning context is a difficult task requiring a
thorough understanding of the needs and capabilities of government
agencies and a high degree of interaction between scientist and
planner. The need for productive communication is especially great for
management of locations such as inlets which are especially hazardous
areas to build shorefront residences.
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